FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SPRING/SUMMER FEVER AT PALAIS
Singapore, 27 February 2014 – Indulge in spring and summer fever with a host of unique fashion and
beauty offerings from Palais Renaissance. With a premium selection from a treasure trove of luxurious
boutiques and an all-new Beauty level at Level 3, there is no lack of options to look your absolute best
while ushering in the cheerful seasons of spring and summer.
From 14 March to 30 April 2014, spend a minimum of $300* and be rewarded with a useful lightweight
foldable umbrella to combat the occasional spring showers, in addition to an exclusive opportunity to enter
an exciting lucky draw. Be one of 3 shoppers to win $2,000 worth of Palais shopping vouchers to spoil
yourself and your loved ones this season.
*Terms & Conditions:
 Promotion is valid from 14 March to 30 April 2014.
 Maximum of 10 chances to be redeemed per shopper per day, regardless of total spending.
 Maximum 3 combined same-day receipts.
 Other terms & conditions apply.
FASHION
LULA ROCK (#02-07)

From left: Spring/Summer picks from au jour le jour, Sretsis and Vivetta
Welcome the seasons of spring and summer with flirty picks from au jour le jour, Sretsis and Vivetta.
Embrace the couple’s outfit cliché in style with His and Her pieces dotted with au jour le jour’s fun dinosaur
motifs, while Sretsis’ latest collection, Children of The Stars, features playful, inter-galactic-inspired pieces
perfect for a summer holiday or a day out in the sun. Milanese label, Vivetta, offers feminine shapes and

volumes reminiscent of the Fifties, Sixties and Seventies, complemented by intricate embroidery and a
stunning palette of pastel colours, for an outfit ideal for a date in sunny paradise.
BREITLING BOUTIQUE (#01-03/04)
Count down to your next tropical holiday with the Breitling Superocean Chronograph M2000 (for
Him), enhanced with a Volcano Black dial, red counters and a Superocean leather strap. Ideal for diving
enthusiasts and ocean lovers alike, the Superocean Chronograph M2000 is the first watch to be equipped
with an exclusive magnetic pushpiece system that allows the chronograph controls to be operated via the
metal of the case, ensuring that this water-resistant treasure will be fully operational to a depth of 2,000m
with no risk of water seepage. The Breitling Superocean 42 (for Her), featuring an Abyss Red dial and
Superocean leather strap and fitted in an ultra sturdy steel case, similarly guarantees perfect water
resistance to a depth of 1,500m, making it the quintessential accessory to conquer both the ocean depths
and new territory on land this summer.
YULI INC. (ZORAB) FINE JEWELLERY (#01-08)

Above: Spring-appropriate flower motif jewellery pieces from Yuli Inc. (Zorab) Fine Jewellery
Put the perfect glamorous finishing touch to a casual summer outfit with luxurious diamond jewellery from
Yuli Inc. (Zorab) Fine Jewellery. With spring-appropriate flower motifs embellished with diamonds and
various lavish gems such as ruby, mandarin garnet and blue sapphire, this gift of a lifetime is guaranteed to
make your loved ones grin from ear to ear for seasons to come.
BEAUTY & WELLNESS
Zipping around the city in a flustered quest for trusted beauty experts and the perfect treatment for all your
beauty needs will soon be a thing of the past, as Palais Renaissance introduces a new Beauty level at
Level 3. As a one-stop shop with a myriad of beauty and wellness offerings, Palais is the ideal location for
busy individuals to look and feel great inside and out.

PHOENIX LA BEAUTE (#03-01)
Start the season right with a Classic Universal Contour Wrap ($128*/ 120 min, T&Cs apply). Scientifically
proven to allow clients to lose at least 6 inches within one treatment, the Classic Universal Contour Wrap is
an all-natural sea clay-based full body wrap treatment that deeply cleanses and detoxifies the body. Paired
with the centre’s state-of-the-art bandaging technique, which results in an instant inch loss through the
compression of the body’s soft tissue, the average customer loses between six to twelve inches in one
session. Enjoy beautifully soft, cleansed skin complemented by the reduced appearance of cellulite, with
the inches kept at bay for at least 30 days. For the first lucky 30 customers only, indulge in the Classic
Universal Contour Wrap and receive a complimentary Sea Clay Soap Bar – a luxurious exfoliating soap
embedded with nodules designed to combat cellulite. Friends who enjoy the Classical Universal Contour
Wrap together will stand to receive complimentary exclusive Sea Clay Soap Bars and Slimming
Creams each.

Stay swimsuit-ready for the summer always with Trios™ ($128* per session, T&Cs apply) – a
technologically advanced, quick yet safe phototherapy system that specialises in long-term unwanted hair
removal. Based on a non-invasive process called selected photothermoloysis, Trios™ applies
concentrated flashes of harmless, visible light to remove unwanted hair from all parts of the body and
impair the hair follicle’s ability to regenerate. Trios™ promises to be four times more powerful than other
intense pulsed light (IPL) treatments available, assuring results from the very first treatment. A series of six
to ten sessions is recommended for long-term hair-free results to the treated area.
PRIVÉ CLINIC (#03-03) & PRIVÉ AESTHETICS (#03-02)
Achieve a radiant summer glow with Privé Clinic’s Translucent Skin Programme ($2,888), a
comprehensive programme designed to tackle pigmentation, yellowness, dry skin and overall facial skin
unevenness. For those battling enlarged or clogged pores, enjoy rejuvenated, clear, glowing skin with
customised skin and laser treatments under the Laser Glow Programme ($2,700).

Above: Treatments by specialists at Privé Clinic and Privé Aesthetics

Privé Aesthetics offers alternative solutions to battle dull and tired skin with the rejuvenating Miracle Elixir
Face Therapy ($280 / 75 min) and crowd-favourite Laser White Face Therapy ($300 / 60 min). The
centrepiece of the Miracle Elixir Face Therapy lies in the centre’s exclusive miracle essence – specially
formulated and packed full with antioxidants and skin-reviving vitamins – perfect for rejuvenating fatigued
skin. The Laser White Face Therapy is an advanced treatment that features Alpha-Litamin, a Nobel Prizewinning discovery found to be 100 times stronger in antioxidant efficacy than Vitamin C, and
complemented with a host of other lightening actives that work together to bring abundant radiance to the
complexion.
Designed to lighten pigmentation and enhance skin luminosity, the Whitening Milk Mask ($15 per piece) is
the perfect gift to pamper loved ones. Complete the experience with the Crystal Tomato Health
Supplement ($169 per box of 30 tablets), which offers skin repair properties and protection against daily
sun damage.
MEDICAL AESTHETICS SPA (UK) (#03-10/11)
Relax and recharge without the need for a vacation with the Wellness Revival Treatment (WRT) body
treatment massage ($98 / 90 min, U.P. $250) from medical aesthetics spa (UK). In one session,
customers stand to enjoy 60 minutes’ worth of full body massage and 30 minutes of WRT massage. In the
WRT component, heat and infrared rays penetrate deep through body tissues to promote blood circulation,
eliminate toxins and relieve shoulder and neck pain, while providing kidney maintenance, headache and
migraine relief, as well as weight loss benefits.
TOUCHE™ ELITE (#03-04)
Banish persistent skin problems and reduce the pesky signs of aging with TOUCHE™ Elite’s ph+ Skin
Science Treatment – The Ascorbic C Series ($138 / 90 min). Relish in the joys of beautiful youthful skin as
this clinically proven treatment focuses on controlled skin resurfacing and renewal – targeting fatigue signs,
dull skin tone, fine wrinkles, pigmentation, and acne blemishes. Benefits of the treatment include
combating damaging free radicals that contribute to skin aging, regulating melanin production to prevent
pigmentation, and improving skin immunity against damaging environmental and biological effects, for a
radiant look that will make your friends green with envy.
-- END -About Palais Renaissance
Located at the premium shopping district of Orchard Road, Palais Renaissance has established itself as an
exclusive shopping destination that provides an intimate respite amidst the hustle and bustle of the city.
With 31 shops and a retail space of about 50,000 square feet, Palais Renaissance is a treasure trove for
the who’s who of the local and expatriate community, trendsetters and well-heeled travellers who traverse
the hallways for a taste of luxury living and deluxe lifestyle offerings. Housing an assembly of exclusive
boutiques and choice names, Singapore’s definitive address to luxurious offerings can be found Only at
Palais.
Palais Renaissance is owned and managed by leading property developer - City Developments Limited. It
is located at 390 Orchard Road Singapore 238871. For more information, visit www.palais.sg.
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Annex A
STORES AT PALAIS RENAISSANCE
FASHION, SHOES & ACCESSORIES
BELLE + TULLE BRIDAL • BREITLING BOUTIQUE • CYC THE CUSTOM SHOP • DÉSTIJL •
EXCLUSIVE COUTURE COLLECTION (COMING SOON) • EYE WERKS • FOOT FETISH
• HEEL & TOE • HENG NAM NAM BOUTIQUE • LULA ROCK • MILAN STATION • MOUAWAD •
PATCH MAGIC • THE LINGERIE SHOP • TYAN • YULI INC. (ZORAB) FINE JEWELLERY •
HAIR, BEAUTY & SPA
CASEY INC. HAIR & BEAUTY • MEDICAL AESTHETICS SPA (UK) •
PASSION HAIR SALON • PHILIP KINGSLEY TRICHOLOGICAL CENTRE •
PHOENIX LA BEAUTÉ • PRIVÉ AESTHETICS • PRIVÉ CLINIC •
RENAZA NAIL SPA • TOUCHE ELITE •
HOME & LIVING
STEINWAY GALLERY •
FOOD & BEVERAGE
ANTOINETTE • ARTISAN CELLARS • PS.CAFE • SUSHI KUU •
TEUSCHER CHOCOLATES OF SWITZERLAND •

